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Year One  Phonics
Each day your child will have:

- Phonics flashcards video

- Phonics task to complete

- Optional extra phonics tasks.
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Phonics

Watch the Phonics Flashcards video and join in!

     Today's family is

Our Learning Objective:
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Phonics
Sound out and sort the words

Day 5or.pdf
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link

Extra Optional Phonics

aw

Match the alternative spellings.

Day 5or game.pdf
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If you have any questions please email 

keystage1@cookridgeprimaryschool.org.uk



Attachments

1 Monday  English  Label the snail  Printable Version.pdf

playpalstheaisnail_ver_3.pdf

Day 1eeSoundFamilyGame.pdf

Day 1ee alternative.pdf

Day 2oaoeow.pdf

Day 2oa matchingcards.pdf

Day 3longandshortoo.pdf

Day 3 story.pdf

Day 4igh.pdf

Day 4igh2.pdf

Day 5or.pdf

Day 5or game.pdf




Parts of a Snail
Cut out the words below and label the parts of the snail.


tentacles


footshell traileyes
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Phonics Play Pals: The ‘ai’ Snail
Write as many ‘ai’ words as you can think of on the snail’s shell. Carefully, cut 
out the snail’s shell and body. Curl your shell and stick it to the snail’s body.


My ‘ai’ words: snail 


Phonics Play Pals: The ‘ai’ Snail
Write as many ‘ai’ words as you can think of on the snail’s shell. Carefully, cut 
out the snail’s shell and body. Curl your shell and stick it to the snail’s body.


My ‘ai’ words: snail 
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Alternative Spellings for ee
ee ea ey e-e y
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ee ea ey e-e y


leek read key theme 
park happy


tree beads donkey delete spooky


weed seat chimney complete baby


cheek team turkey Chinese berry


bee leaf valley concrete empty


feet seal journey even twenty


sleep speak trolley swede family


sheep meat monkey evening party


Alternative Spellings for ee Answers
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oa ow oe o-e


Alternative Spellings for oa
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oa ow oe o-e


goat snow toe bone


boat grow hoe rope


coat blow doe home


road show heroes phone


oak slow potatoes note


soap window woe globe


loaf row tomatoes envelope


toad low Joe nose


Alternative Spellings for oa Answers
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boat goal road
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toad oak soap
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coat goat loaf
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Joe toe geckoes
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dominoes potatoes doe
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blow bowl crow
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glow row throw
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grow low show
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broke bone code
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globe mole froze
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cone hole smoke
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Phase 3 Roll and Read – Short and Long oo


too cook food moon wool


book hoof foot pool scoop


look roof woof wood mood


boot soon root cool hoot


zoo good tools zoom broom


boom fool hood spoon tooth
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‘short oo’ and ‘long 
oo’ Phoneme  
Spotter Story


The Boots on the Roof


Jools has a mum, dad and a dog. Mum is Deb, 
Dad is Bart and the dog is Zigzag.


It was a dark winter night and it felt cool in 
the air. Jools put on her thick wool coat with 
a hood and put her feet in her boots. Jools and 
Zigzag went in to the snow and Zigzag howled 
at the moon.


‘Look! Boots and a hoof on the roof,’ said 
Jools to mum.


‘Woof!’ Zigzag barked at Jools.


Jools saw red zoom past and soot shook 
off the roof.


‘Ho! Ho! Ho!’ said the man in red.
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The Boots on the Roof


Jools has a mum, dad and a dog. Mum is Deb, 
Dad is Bart and the dog is Zigzag.


It was a dark winter night and it felt cool in 
the air. Jools put on her thick wool coat with 
a hood and put her feet in her boots. Jools and 
Zigzag went in to the snow and Zigzag howled 
at the moon.


‘Look! Boots and a hoof on the roof,’ said 
Jools to mum.


‘Woof!’ Zigzag barked at Jools.


Jools saw red zoom past and soot shook 
off the roof.


‘Ho! Ho! Ho!’ said the man in red.
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Phase 5 'igh', 'ie' and 'i-e' Sound Family Phoneme Roll and Read Mat


light time pie tight cries


drive night fright bike lie


tie replied fire fight kite


prize sunshine high fried might


knight thigh cried slide dried


tries five sight inside right
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igh ie i-e y


Alternative Spellings for igh
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igh ie i-e y


right pie time dry


light lie bike cry


night tie kite fry


fight die shine sky


knight fried five spy


high cried slide reply


Alternative Spellings for igh Answers
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Alternative Spellings For ‘or’ Sound


caught awful north drawn taught shawl


launch torch daughter fraud storm haunt


For each word: sound it out and blend the sounds together to say the whole 
word. Then, write the word under the correct spelling of the ‘or’ sound.


or


  


  


 


  


aw


  


  


 


  


 


au


  


 


  


 


augh


  


  


 


  


 







Alternative Spellings For ‘or’ Sound 
Answers


caught awful north drawn taught shawl


launch torch daughter fraud storm haunt


For each word: sound it out and blend the sounds together to say the whole 
word. Then, write the word under the correct spelling of the ‘or’ sound.


or
north
torch
storm


 


aw
awful
drawn
shawl


 


 
au


launch
fraud
haunt


augh
caught
taught


daughter
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